Technology Support Committee

April 16, 2015

Attendance: Alex Bluemel, Azucena Aguayo, Ben Burk, Beth Myrer, Bobby Lott, Brenlie Bagley, Chris Cox, Darel Hawkins, David Song, David Tobler, Gerald Bunker, Jacob Oldroyd, JoAnn Innes, John Berry, Jonathan Michelsen, Jordan Kratochvil, Kim Leseberg, Mark Stone, Nathan DeNeut, Robert Ward, Scott Horne, Skyler Jeppson, Travis Skene

Conducting: David Tobler

Minutes: Beth Myrer

POB

- First project returned from Wendia – will be working through it
- Available off campus

Corel

- No one has installed

Adobe

- Installed Creative Suite through using the trial version and then serializing it with our packaging
- Seems to work and saves time

Security

- Audit complete – should get reports from the state in a month

Computer Shop

- Reviewed upcoming deadlines

GPO standards document

- Discussed updates to the document and changes were approved
- Changing the names from default to generic to differentiate from the ones that have been approved by the TSC
- GPO’s need to be cleaned up

SCCM

- Was up and running but ran into problems the last day of the security audit, working with Microsoft it get it fixed
- Updates are going out
- If not working, need computer names to address the issues
Lab Stats

- Are being published
- In August – labstats acad will stop and everyone will need to go to labstats 6 by then
- Testing new printing – if it goes well will have a new system by mid July
- Needs to be on the agenda for next meeting

Assignments
Discussion of Lab Stats at next meeting – May 21

Decisions
Changes for the GPO Standards Document were approved